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League Of Ignorant Bumpkins Places Crissmus Billboard In
Lincoln Tunnel | Spatula In The Wilderness

-New York City. In a calculated response to billboards
along I-495 in New Jersey encouraging the removal of
Christianity from Christmas purchased by American
Atheists two weeks ago and pro-Christian signs from the
Catholic League on the New York side of the Lincoln
Tunnel, the American League of Protestin’ has rented
highway signage to make a bold statement of their own.
The message presented by the A.L.P. simply reads
“Sanny Claus Is For Real!” The sign features the late
professional stock car driver Dale Earnhardt, dressed as
jolly old Saint Nick and flanked by former Senate
candidate from Nevada Sharon Engle in a stars and
stripes bikini. The League of Protestin’ billboard campaign

is a direct response to dueling atheist and Christian signage competing for the hearts and minds of
the bridge and tunnel set. The flap started two weeks ago when the American Atheists place a sign
of the New Jersey side reading “You Know It’s a Myth. This Season Celebrate Reason! The
American Atheists. Reasonable Since 1963.”  The atheist billboard features the familiar Nativity
elements of Mary, Joseph, the Christ child and the three Wise Men. A call placed to the American
Atheists led to an admission by secretary Wanda Hilton that the group had only been reasonable
since 1982. Before that they didn’t keep records. The striking Catholic League response, erected
this week, also features the grand elements of the Christmas story, including the baby Jesus framed
in light, the Virgin Mary and Joseph (who, like men over thousands of years of civilization, was
responsible for transportation). The sign reads “You Know It’s Real. This Season, Celebrate Jesus.
Merry Christmas From The Catholic League.” The Virginia based League of Protestin’ spent its
beer money for all of November and painted their sign on the inside top of the Lincoln Tunnel. Three
members of the A.L.P. were hospitalized during the work due to asphyxiation from car exhaust and
one is presumed dead, although fellow members swear he normally looks that way. When
questioned by no less than the office of New York Mayor Michael Bloomberg what motives led a
southern activist group to protest near Manhattan, members gave the honest answer that they got
lost on the way to Glenn Beck’s Rally to Restore America back in August. The American League of
Protestin’ was founded in 2003 by Fred Earle Dennis. Mr. Dennis passed away shortly after starting
the group when he fell into a well while searching for Osama Bin Laden in his yard. The group
carries on the legacy of Dennis by gathering at the well each weekend and protesting. The hunt for
the Bin Laden continues, reaching as far as a yard three houses over.
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